
Welcome!Welcome!
LV1 U7 L3



What did you

do today?

I feel ____.
(happy, excited, sad, upset)

How do you
feel today?

I went to___.
I played ___.



Pets!Pets!



What do you see? I see a (puppy)!
 

This dog is friendly. That dog is unfriendly.

In this lesson:

fish turtle snake hamster

dog / puppy bird / chickcat / kitten



Look!
What animal
do you see?  

I see a dog!

Ask the student the
question and give
them time to
respond on their
own. 



This dog is 
friendly!

Focus on the word:

"friendly."



That dog is 
unfriendly! GRRR!

Focus on the word:

"unfriendly."



Look!
She has a baby!

Aw! I see 
a puppy!

See if the student
can recall the baby
animal's name on
their own. 



This puppy 
is friendly!

Focus on the word:

"friendly."



Look!
What animal
do you see?  

I see a cat!

Ask the student the
question and give
them time to
respond on their
own. 



This cat is 
friendly!

Focus on the word:

"friendly."



That cat is 
unfriendly! HISS!

Focus on the word:

"unfriendly."



See if the student
can recall the baby
animal's name on
their own. 

Look!
She has a baby!

Aw! I see 
a kitten!



This kitten 
is friendly!

Focus on the word:

"friendly."



Look!
What animal
do you see?  

I see a bird!

Ask the student the
question and give
them time to
respond on their
own. 



This bird is
unfriendly!

...

Focus on the word:

"unfriendly."



That bird is
friendly!

Focus on the word:

"friendly."



Aw! I see
a chick!

Look!
She has a baby!

See if the student
can recall the baby
animal's name on
their own. 



This chick 
is friendly!

Focus on the word:

"friendly."



Look!
What animal
do you see?  

I see a fish!

Have the student

say "fish" and

circle the fish.



I don't 
like fish!



Look!
What animal
do you see?

I see 
a turtle!

Have the student

say "turtle" and

circle the turtle.



This turtle
is friendly!

Focus on the word:

"friendly."



That turtle
is unfriendly.

Focus on the word:

"unfriendly."



Look!
What animal
do you see?

I see 
a snake!

Have the student

say "snake" and

circle the snake.



This snake
is friendly!

Focus on the word:

"friendly."



That snake
is unfriendly.

Focus on the word:

"unfriendly."

*hiss*



Look!
What animal
do you see?

I see a
hamster!

Have the student

say "hamster" and

circle the hamster.



This hamster
is friendly!

Focus on the word:

"friendly."



That hamster
is unfriendly.

Focus on the word:

"unfriendly."



What do you see?              Is the ___ friendly?



What do you see?              Is the ___ friendly?



Draw animals in
the field. Say
what they are and
if they're friendly.



What do you see? I see a (puppy)!
 

This dog is friendly. That dog is unfriendly.

Review:

fish turtle snake hamster

dog / puppy bird / chickcat / kitten



Great job!Great job!



What do you see? I see a (puppy)!
 

This dog is friendly. That dog is unfriendly.

Today you learned:

fish turtle snake hamster

dog / puppy bird / chickcat / kitten



Homework!
- Use the pictures you drew for lessons 1 & 2 of

friendly and unfriendly animals.  

Take a video and show your drawings to your

teacher. Say:

This (snake) is friendly!

That (snake) is unfriendly!

What do you see? I see a (puppy)!
 

This dog is friendly. That dog is unfriendly.


